
PREMIUM 
QUALITY 
GATE 
LOCKS
DESIGNED IN THE UK



YOUR GATE’S  
NOT LOCKED 
UNTIL IT’S 
ZEDLOCKED

WHAT IS ZEDLOCK?
Designed in the UK, Zedlock is a unique, premium 
quality, patented long throw gate lock ideal for 
securing any large gate.   Its heavy steel casing and 
enclosed mortice mechanism result in a lock that 
is highly effective against intruders as it cannot be 
‘cropped’ by bolt cutters, making Zedlock an obvious 
alternative for a padlock and chain. 
All Zedlocks have Sold Secure Bronze status,  
meaning they have been tested to a high security 
standard to reduce crime! 

  Simple design with minimal 
moving parts makes the 
Zedlock perfect for harsh 
environments, and works even 
in freezing conditions 

  Unique ‘tamper proof’ design 
giving you peace of mind; day 
in, day out.
  Patent protected design
 Simple installation

  Option of Union five lever 
deadlock mechanism or multi 
lever lock
  Keyed alike option for 
multiple locks



WOODEN FRAME  
FIELDGATE 
RANGE P06/07 

STEEL FRAME 
SECURITY GATE 
RANGE P08/09 

STEEL FRAME 
FIELDGATE 
RANGE P04/05 

HOW DO I INSTALL IT? 
Zedlocks are very straightforward to both install and 
use, saving you time and effort every time you open 
your gate!  All the locks in the Zedlock range are sold 
complete with all the parts you need for installation, 
including clear, full colour, easy to read instructions.  It 
couldn’t be simpler!  
The Zedlock range also includes a number of 
accessories to help you find the perfect solution for 
your gate, such as the surface mounting kits for solid 
gates (see page 10) and the extension bolts for use with 
extra wide gate frames.  
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WHERE CAN I USE IT?
Originally developed with industrial and agricultural 
gates in mind, Zedlocks are compatible with a huge 
range of gates, from standard metal and wooden 
fieldgates to hoarding gates around construction 
sites.  The Zedlock has also become a popular option 
for domestic driveway gates, and our smart black 
version for wooden gates is perfect for exactly that.





The Zedlock for metal gates is the ideal security solution for steel 
fieldgates with a frame thickness of 25 or 50mm.  With either stainless 
steel or galvanised mild steel casing enclosing a hardened steel bolt and 
secure multi-lever mortice lock mechanism, you can rest assured that 
your Zedlock will keep what you value safe.  The stainless steel version is 
also available with a Union 5 lever mortice lock mechanism.  All locks in the 
Zedlock range are also available keyed alike and are supplied with all fixings.

STEEL FRAME 
FIELDGATE RANGE
TO SUIT 25MM & 50MM STEEL FRAME  
FIELDGATES

70mm bolt 
throw

Lock body size 
– 4” (100mm)Compatible with a 

wide range of metal 
gates, including 
Richie and IAE

Tough corrosion resistant 
steel casing and bolt
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MODEL FINISH MECHANISM CODE RRP (INC VAT)

Standard multi-lever Galvanised Multi-lever 8900001 £35.99

Stainless multi-lever Stainless steel Multi-lever 8900006 £44.99

Premium Union 5 lever Stainless Steel Union 5 Lever 8900016 £59.99

Standard multi-lever Galvanised Multi-lever 8900501 £35.99

Stainless multi-lever Stainless steel Multi-lever 8900506 £44.99

Premium Union 5 lever Stainless Steel Union 5 Lever 8900516 £59.99

25 
mm

50 
mm

ALL ZEDLOCKS HAVE 
SOLD SECURE BRONZE 
CERTIFICATION, MEANING 
THEY ARE TESTED TO A 
HIGH SECURITY STANDARD
TO REDUCE CRIME!
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Designed specifically with the 75mm wooden frame fieldgate in mind, 
this lock has an extended bolt and epoxy black finish.  Ideal for both 
agricultural and residential wooden gates, the classy black finish means 
this lock is equally at home in any application.  With thick steel casing 
enclosing a hardened steel bolt and secure multi-lever mortice lock 
mechanism, the Zedlock cannot be ‘cropped’ by bolt cutters, so whether 
it’s your livestock or your car, Zedlock has it covered!  The stainless steel 
version has a premium Union 5 lever mortice lock mechanism.  All locks in the 
Zedlock range are also available keyed alike and are supplied with all fixings.

WOODEN FRAME 
FIELDGATE RANGE
TO SUIT 75MM WOODEN FRAME  
FIELDGATES

70mm 
bolt throw 
when 
locked

Lock body size 
– 4” (100mm)

Tough corrosion resistant 
galvanised steel casing and 
bolt with epoxy black finish
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Secure bolt on design 
means all fixings are not 
accessible when gate is 
closed.

MODEL FINISH MECHANISM CODE RRP (INC VAT)

Standard multi-lever Epoxy Black  
on Galvanised

Multi-lever 8900011 £35.99

Premium Union 5 lever Epoxy Black on 
Stainless Steel

Union 5 Lever 8900116 £61.49
75 
mm

ALL ZEDLOCKS HAVE 
SOLD SECURE BRONZE 
CERTIFICATION, MEANING 
THEY ARE TESTED TO A 
HIGH SECURITY STANDARD
TO REDUCE CRIME!
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Zedlock isn’t just for fieldgates – it’s also perfect for steel security gates 
too.  When you have a security fence and gate its only sense to secure it 
with one of the toughest locks on the market!  With a hot-dip galvanised 
or stainless steel casing enclosing a simple tamper proof mortice lock 
mechanism, it’s the perfect finishing touch to secure your boundary 
against intruders.  Like all the locks in the Zedlock range, this model is 
also available keyed alike, so it’s perfect if you have more than one gate! 
Supplied with all fixings.

STEEL FRAME 
SECURITY GATE  
RANGE
TO SUIT 50MM STEEL FRAME  
SECURITY GATES

70mm bolt 
throw when 
locked

Lock body size 
– 4” (100mm)

Secure bolt on design means 
all fixings are not accessible 
when gate is closed.

Easy to install 
and use
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MODEL FINISH MECHANISM CODE RRP (INC VAT)

Standard multi-lever Galvanised Multi-lever 8900501 £35.99

Stainless multi-lever Stainless steel Multi-lever 8900506 £44.99

Premium Union 5 lever Stainless steel Union 5 Lever 8900516 £59.99

50 
mm

ALL ZEDLOCKS HAVE 
SOLD SECURE BRONZE 
CERTIFICATION, MEANING 
THEY ARE TESTED TO A 
HIGH SECURITY STANDARD
TO REDUCE CRIME!
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SURFACE MOUNTING KIT
Designed for use with solid 
gates, the surface mounting kit 
allows you to easily mount your 
Zedlock on the surface of the 
gate whilst still maintaining its 
high security level.  Built to suit 
all of the Zedlocks in the range, 
the surface mounting kit is made 
from galvanised steel, ensuring 
that it stays secure whatever the 
weather.  Ideal for a large range 
of applications, this kit allows 
Zedlock to be fitted to solid 
driveway gates, shed doors and 
much more! Supplied with all 
fixings and fitting instructions.   
Zedlock not included.

CODE: 8950001 

RRP - £17.99 INC VAT

Easy to fit and supplied 
with all necessary parts 
for installation

Tamper proof 
design ensures 
that all fixings are 
inaccessible when 
gate is locked.

Compatible with a large 
range of gate thicknesses, 
the bolts are designed to be 
cut to the required length.

Securely mounts 
your Zedlock on 
the surface of 
any solid gate

ZEDLOCK 
ACCESSORIES
ALL THE EXTRAS YOU NEED TO 
COMPLEMENT YOUR ZEDLOCK

DOUBLE GATE CLAW
The Zedlock double gate claw is an extra level of 
security for double gates. For use in conjunction 
with Zedlock for metal gates. The claw fits around 
both gate stiles, and when the lock is closed 
the claw prevents the gates being forced apart. 
Includes fixings.

SINGLE GATE CLAW
The Zedlock single gate claw is an extra level of 
security for single gates. For use in conjunction 
with Zedlock for metal gates. The claw fits 
around the gate stile and locks into the receiver 
bracket. When the lock is closed the claw 
prevents the gate being forced away from the 
post. Includes receiver bracket and fixings.

FOR 25MM DOUBLE GATES
CODE: 8940021

RRP -  £23.99 
INC VAT

FOR 50MM DOUBLE GATES
CODE: 8940051

RRP -  £23.99 
INC VAT

FOR 50MM SINGLE GATES 
CODE: 8940151

RRP -  £26.49 
INC VAT

FOR 60MM SINGLE GATES 
CODE: 8940161

RRP -  £26.49 
INC VAT
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Whatever your need, the Zedlock range 
has a solution to meet it!  Whether you’re 
looking to fit your Zedlock on a solid gate or 
simply want to get more keys for multiple 
users, there’s a Zedlock accessory to match.

SURFACE MOUNTED KEEP
Galvanised steel bolt on surface mounted keep for 
use with Zedlock surface mounting kit.  Supplied 
with all fixings.

CODE: 8950011

RRP - £16.00 INC VAT

ZEDLOCK MORTICED STRIKER
Galvanised steel morticed striker plate designed for  
use with all Zedlocks in the range. This can be screwed 
to masonry or wood alike. Supplied with all fixings.

CODE: 8930011 

RRP - £6.99 INC VAT

KEY BLANKS
Need some more keys for your Zedlock?  These 
key blanks can be cut to your unique lock number.

CODE: 8900992  (Bag of 5)

RRP - £3.99 INC VAT

ZEDLOCK LOCKABLE  
DOUBLE GATE DROPBOLT
Designed for securing double gates in the middle, 
this kit is perfect for double gated residential 
driveways. Includes all fixings.  Supplied with all 
fixings. Wooden gate version is epoxy black coated.

CODE: 8940016 

RRP - £37.99 INC VAT

GALVANISED STEEL EXTENSION BOLT
Increases the handle length on your Zedlock.
Easily screws onto existing handle.
CODE: 8910501

RRP - £1.50 INC VAT

ZEDLOCK HOLE CUTTER FOR  
METAL GATES
Hole cutter for metal gates

CODE: 8940000

RRP - £2.68 INC VAT



A U T H O R I S E D  D E A L E R 

PREMIUM QUALITY GATE LOCKS
Designed in the UK, Zedlock is a unique, premium quality, 
patented long throw gate lock ideal for securing any 
large gate. Its heavy steel casing and enclosed mortice 
mechanism result in a lock that is highly effective against 
intruders as it cannot be ‘cropped’ by bolt cutters, making 
Zedlock an obvious alternative for a padlock and chain.


